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All rings in this paper are associative but not necessarily with an identity. The ring R
with an identity adjoined will be denoted by /?*.

To denote that / is an ideal (right ideal, left ideal) of a ring R we write KR (KTR,

A ring R is called right (left) fully idempotent if for every / <r R (I <, 7?), / = I2.
At the conference "Methoden der Modul und Ringtheorie" in Oberwolfach,

Germany in 1993, J. Clark raised the question as to whether every right fully idempotent
ring is left fully idempotent (see also [3]). A similar question was raised by S. S. Page in
[5]. In this note we answer the questions in the negative.

We start with some general observations most of which are perhaps well known. We
include their simple proofs for completeness.

PROPOSITION 1. The class J1 of right {left) fully idempotent rings is a hereditary radical
class.

Proof. We prove the proposition for right fully idempotent rings. It is clear that the
class 3> is homomorphically closed and if a ring R is the union of a chain of ideals in 2>
then R e $.

Now we shall show that the class # is closed under extension. Let KR and
I,R/Ie& Take H<TR. Since R/IeJ, ((H +1)1 If = (H +1)11. Hence H^H2 + I.
Since IeJ>, H n / = (H HI)2 <^H2. Now H ^H D(H2 +1) = H2 + H HI <=H2, and so
H = H2.

It remains to prove that the class J> is hereditary. Let KR, R e $ and H<TI. Since
Re# and HR*<TR, (HR*)2 = HR*. However KR, so (HR**)2 = HR°HR*g///.
Hence H £ HR" £ / / / £ / / . Consequently H = HR** <r R and H2 = H.

Note that in [2] K. I. Beldar proved (see also [6]) that every right (left) hereditary
radical class contained in the class of idempotent rings consists of reduced von Neumann
regular rings.

PROPOSITION 2. A ring R is right (left) fully idempotent if and only if for every r e R,
r e (rR)2 (r e (Rr)2).

Proof. If R is right fully idempotent then, for every reR, rerR* = (rR**)2 =
rR**rR**QrR = (rR)2. Conversely if H<rR and, for every rsH, re(rR)2 then tfc
(HR)2 c H2, so H = H2.

Dual arguments give the characterization of left fully idempotent rings.
If R is a von Neumann regular ring then, for every reR, there exists x e R such that

r = rxr. Hence r = rxrxr, so r e (rR)2 and r e (Rr)2. Consequently every von Neumann
regular ring is right and left fully idempotent.

Note that if a,r are elements of a ring R such that r = ra (r = ar) then (r - ar)2 = 0
((r - ra)2 = 0). Hence if the ring R is reduced then r = ra if and only if r = ar.
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Consequently a reduced ring is right fully idempotent if and only if it is left fully
idempotent.

Proposition 2 also gives the next result.

COROLLARY 1. A simple idempotent ring R is right (left) fully idempotent if and only
if, for every r e R, r e rR (r e Rr). In particular every simple ring with an identity is right
and left fully idempotent.

Given a ring A, let r(A) = {a e A | Aa = 0}.

COROLLARY 2. IfO¥:L<]R and R is a simple von Neuman regular ring then L/r(L) is
a simple right fully idempotent ring.

Proof. If r(L) £ / < L and r(L) ¥> I, then 0 ¥= LIR < R, so LIR = R. However, since R
is von Neumann regular, L2 = L. Thus / 2 LIRL = RL = L. This shows that L/r(L) is a
simple ring. Now, since R is von Neumann regular, for every / e L, there exists x s R such
that l = lxl e /L. Hence by Corollary 1, L/r(L) is right fully idempotent.

LEMMA (cf. [1]). If L is a maximal left ideal of a simple non-Artinian ring R with an
identity then, for every non-zero r e R, Lr ̂  0.

Proof. Suppose Lr = 0. Then L g Ker/, where /:/?—> /?/• is the i?-module epimorph-
ism defined by f(x)=xr. Since L is maximal, Rr = R/L is a simple i?-module.
Consequently Soc^^O. However Soc R<1R, so Soc R = R. Since R is a ring with an
identity, R is a ring of finite length. Therefore R is Artinian, a contradiction.

EXAMPLE. Let A be a simple non-Artinian von Neumann regular ring with an identity
(see for instance [4, Example 8.1]), and let L be a maximal left ideal of A. Observe that

is a maximal left ideal of the ring M2(A) of 2 X 2-matrices over A. The ring M2(A) is
non-Artinian and von Neumann regular. Hence by Lemma 1 and Corollary 2, the ring R
is right fully idempotent. Observe that if 1 is the identity of A then

0 11 TO LI TO 1

o q J * L o L\ "Lo oJ'
so R is not left fully idempotent.

The above constructed ring is a right but not left fully idempotent simple ring without
an identity. By Corollary 1 one cannot construct a simple ring with an identity of this sort.
However it is not hard to modify the example to obtain a right but not left fully
idempotent ring with an identity. Namely take A to be a simple non-Artinian von
Neumann regular algebra with an identity over a finite prime field F (Example 8.1 of [4]
can be applied). Then the above constructed R is also an F-algebra. There exists an
/•"-algebra R* with an identity such that R<R* and R*/R = F. Applying Proposition 1
one gets that R* is right but not left fully idempotent.
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